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a secret tradition
SIC SIC adviser speaks about how
spirit crew operates. Find out how
the organization keeps secrecy in
Pulse on Page 6.
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‘a long way
				to go’

Get Involved
Fair to
attract
students
Approximately 90 tables
expected for Friday’s event
By Alex Traczyk
Reporter

ov. John Kasich touted his accomplishments of balancing an $8 billion deficit and lowering income taxes during his stop in Bowling
Green on Thursday night, but admitted “there’s still a long way to go.”
“We’ve created 160,000 jobs ... but we’re not out of the woods yet,”
Kasich said before his speech at Stone Ridge Golf Club for the Wood County
Republican Party’s Lincoln Day Dinner. “We lost 350,000 jobs when I came in, so
we’re halfway there and it’s not good enough.”
Also in attendance was Sen. Randy Gardner, Rep. Bob Latta and State Rep.
Tim Brown.
As his office is up for grabs in November, Kasich said his plan is to “shake things
up,” a phrase he picked up from his mother as a child. Along with running mate
Mary Taylor, Kasich will likely face Democrat Cuyahoga County Executive Ed
FitzGerald and running mate Sharen Neuhardt.
“Sometimes in life you have to tell it like it is, and shake things up to get things
to change,” he said to the crowd of roughly 200 people. “And that’s exactly what I
did when I entered office.”
Kasich mentioned his “$9.5 billion turnaround in three years” on top of killing
the death tax and pushing the need to create more jobs in the future.
“If a business doesn’t shake things up, it dies,” Kasich said. “When a government
doesn’t shake things up, it gets old, it gets stale and taxes increase. This is a business about doing the right thing.”
The businesses doing the right thing by expanding in the region such as
Rosenboom Machine & Tool Inc., Home Depot and Luibrizo by expanding was
what Kasich said was pointing the state in the right direction.
Kasich also noted that a General Motors plant in Dayton was expected to create

Some students may find it hard to find
their passion at the University but that
is what the Get Involved Fair is for.
The Get Involved Fair is put on
every year for students by the students
for them to be more involved on campus, said Chris Bullins, the associate
dean of students.
The event is Friday in Olscamp
room 101 from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
“We expect about 88 to 90 tables
that consist of student organizations
as well as campus departments
that want to help students learn
about their programs and services,”
Bullins said.
Bullins said there will be a certain amount of tables outside of
Olscamp 101 to interest students
into stopping by.
The variety of tables that are
involved in the fair include St.
Baldrick’s, martial arts club, H2O
church, Fad Watch, Falcon Fanatics
and Greek life chapters.
“Students’ involvement is giving
them skills that they’re going to need
after graduation: time management,
money management, speaking in
front of a group and handling conflict,” Bullins said.
With 88 to 90 tables, there ought
to be something that will interest
students.
Justin Beauchamp, a grad student,
planned and coordinated the Get
Involved Fair.
One thing that Beauchamp wants
to get across is that there is not one
type of group there; the fair is targeted
toward all variety of interests.
“The fair is good for people that
maybe took a semester to focus on
academics and schoolwork and now
they are maybe looking to get involved
with student organizations, this is definitely a great opportunity for them as
well,” Beauchamp said.

See KASICH | Page 7

See INVOLVED | Page 7

Alyssa Benes | THE BG NEWS

Governor John Kasich speaks to Leslie Oestreich, a third grade teacher in Pemberville at his campaign stop Thursday evening.

Gov. John Kasich stops in Bowling Green for Wood
County Republicans’ Lincoln Day Dinner
By Alex Alusheff
Managing Editor

G

Alyssa benes | THE BG NEWS

Kasich spEAKS at Stone Ridge Golf Club as
he seeks reelection in November.

Alumna rare female to have portrayed Freddie
Marilyn
Tabbert

By William Channell
Assistant Pulse Editor

As a school mascot it’s often difficult to keep your identity a secret,
as Marilyn Tabbert learned when
she played Freddie Falcon, a largely
male-dominated role.
In the winter of 1973, Tabbert was
given the honor of being Freddie
Falcon for three hockey games
when Dewey Cotts, the student
who normally played Freddie,
found himself in an unusual spot.
“This mutual friend came to me
once during the winter of ’72-’73
and said, ‘Dewey doesn’t know how
to skate,’” Tabbert said. “[My friend]
said, ‘would you be interested in
doing some of the hockey games
until he can get that down?’”
Tabbert, a figure skater, accepted
the invitation to be Freddie temporarily, and was told how to play
the character, including where the
costume was kept, and general do’s
and don’t’s to keep in mind when in
character. One thing emphasized
was the voice.

1974 yearbook
photo in The Key

“One thing [my friend] did make
very clear is never to talk in my
regular voice or let them know I was
a girl,” Tabbert said.
This important guideline came
into play one night when Tabbert,
in full Freddie getup, was making
her way to the ice arena for her first
hockey game. As she was crossing
Mercer and Ridge St., she fell into
a ditch. The campus police who
came to help told Tabbert it looked
like she was stuck.
“Yeah,” said Tabbert in a gruff
voice, trying to hide her identity.
“Are there any people there?”
After the officers told her there
were, in fact, students watching the
incident, Tabbert had the police get
rid of them and help her out of the
ditch. But it didn’t get better after
that.

Falcons Roll Along

The BG Women’s basketball team
defeated Eastern Michigan 71-57
Thursday night making their record 14-3
and 3-1 in conference play. They host
Northern Illinois Sunday. | PAGE 3

Standing up for justice

“I was already late to the game,
and I knew Dewey would be there,”
Tabbert said. “I wanted to make
a good impression, so I decided,
‘okay, I’m going to climb up, at that
time, to [where] the organist sat
on top of what was the concession
stand.’”
When Tabbert made it to the top,
however, she didn’t expect there
would only be rafters to walk on.
The organist had to help her on and
off the top of the concession booth.
“Well, that [was] over, but at least
it made a lasting impression I’m
sure,” Tabbert said. “Freddie didn’t
usually go up there. Now I know
why.”
Though during Tabbert’s time
as Freddie it may have been easier to try stunts like that, Michael
Ginsburg, assistant dean of students, said students chosen to serve
as school mascots are now formally
trained at camps. Here they learn
character development, recognizing personal space, and routines for
Steven w. echard | THE BG NEWS

See FREDDIE | Page 2

hosted by the Office of Multicultural Affairs and the Center for Leadership on Thursday,, iSTAND
Advocacy Training provided a means for students to learn to advocate for others.

Women’s bodies
Faculty columnist Julie Haught talks
about the rights of women have changed
since the Roe. v. Wade Supreme Court
case in 1973. | PAGE 4

are you voting for John Kasich
in November? Why?
“I believe he shares my conservative beliefs
and he does a good job leading the state.”
Thomas Moody,
Freshman, Marketing
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Know before you go: December inspections

BLOTTER
WED., JAN. 22

Editor’s Note: Know Before You Go is a
monthly series where The BG News publishes data from health inspection reports
for city restaurants and food providers
in town. The chart below lists the five
restaurants with the most violations during health inspection. It lists the name,
address, inspection type, number of violations and the inspectors comments in the
report.

2:02 P.M.

Complainant reported that
sometime during the night
the passenger side window of
his/her vehicle was shattered
within the 700 block of E.
Napoleon Rd. The damage is
estimated at $167.

THURS., JAN. 23
1:41 A.M.

The inspection type varies from standard
to follow-up to complaint. A restaurant
receives a standard inspection roughly
two times a year. If something is wrong,
they will receive a critical or noncritical
violation. A critical violation pertains to
issues that aren’t safe practices, such as
improper food temperatures or improper
storage of poisonous chemicals. A noncritical violation pertains to matters such

as cleanliness of kitchen or poor conditions of equipment.
After an inspector finds violations, they
are usually corrected on the spot or a
follow-up will be conducted a few days or
weeks later depending on the violation.
If a business repeats critical violations,
it meets with the health district to correct the problem. If it still repeats the
violation, it could eventually lose its food

license.
At the beginning of each month, look for
graphs which list the five restaurants with
no violations and the five with the most
violations for the previous month.
*The information in today’s graph is for
the month of December and provided by
the Wood County Health District.
*Explanation taken from past interviews
with the Wood County Health District.

5 restaurants and food providers with LEAST violations in DECEMber

Jeffery Joseph August, 24, of
Bowling Green, was cited for
possession of marijuana and
drug paraphernalia within the
100 block of N. Main St.

Grounds For Thought, 174 S. Main St.
Burger King, 1570 E. Wooster St.
Chipotle, 1558 E. Wooster St.
Oasis, 1424 E. Wooster St.
Pita Pit, 522 E. Wooster St.

ONLINE: Go to bgnews.com for
the complete blotter list.

CORRECTION
POLICY

Restaurants with most violations in December

Restaurant

Address

Violations Inspector observations

Frickers

Inspection
type

1720 E. Wooster St.

Standard

13

Critical: 7
-The person in charge did not know proper storage of raw ground beef versus beef steaks, type of sanitizer, used,
reheating temperatures.
-Raw ground beef was stored above beef steaks. Celery was left uncovered. Creamer was dripping on portioned
ham.
-Portioned soups, baked beans and diced ham were noted to be beyond seven-day datemarking.
-Thermometers were not available throughout facility.
- Can opener, microwave, food scales, toothpick holder and knife storage was found with build up of food particle
and debris.
-Sauce shaker buckets are not being cleaned every four hours.
- The back-flow preventer on the mop sink was broken off.
Non Critical: 6
- Employees drinks were noted in the food prep and waitress prep area without lids.
-Small hood above cook stove and main exhaust fan were found with debris build-up.
-Floor drains were found with build-up of debris.
-Floor tiles under dishwasher and fryer were missing or in bad repair. Repeat observation.
-Floor and walls throughout kitchen prep area were found to have food build-up. Repeat observation.
-Wet mops were dried in an unapproved method.

Waffle
House

1548 E. Wooster St.

Standard

6

Critical: 2
-Eggs were held in basket above grill without timestamp for when to discard.
-Handwashing sink was not easily accessible. A pan was stored in sink and so was food.
Non Critical: 4
-Improper use and/or maintenance of wiping cloths.
-Shelving in three-door cooler is rusting.
-Prep table by grill was found with food particles built-up. Grease was found built up under grill by pans.
-Ceilings were found with debris built-up.

One49 North

149 N. Main St.

Standard

4

Critical: 2
- Popcorn bowls and popcorn machine were found with product residue.
-The hand sink in food prep area was blocked with a trash can lid during inspection. The soap dispenser did not
work.
Non critical: 2
-An ice bucket is missing chunks from the top rim and is cracking.
-The dumpster outside was found with cups and other debris on the ground.

Kroger

1094 N. Main St.

Standard

3

Critical: 2
-At sushi, brown rice is not cooled using proper time and temperature parameters.
-Water dispense from bulk water machine has not been sampled at the required frequency.
Non Critical: 1
- Accumulation of dust on cooler grills in meat prep room and in produce cooler. Repeat observation.

Wal Mart

131 E. Gypsy Lane
Road.

Standard

2

Critical: 1
-15 cans of dice tomatoes and peppers were dented on seams and should not be sold. Removed during inspection.
Non Critical: 1
-There was no thermometer found in the milk fridge at donuts.

We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News
at 419-372-6966.

FOLLOW
US
ON
TWITTER
FOR
NEWS,
UPDATES,
AND
MORE!
@The_BG_News

FREDDIE
From Page 1

1045 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, OH 43402
419.353.5800
email: info@meccabg.com
www.meccabg.com

the mascot to perform.
Despite this, he said the role
of the mascot has remained
unchanged.
“They’re meant to be the
embodiment of the institution,” Ginsburg said. “They
probably get into a little less
antics than they did, but I
think largely the role is to get
the crowd excited, and supporting the teams if they’re
there. And so I think that fundamental core has stayed the

We still have 3 bedrooms, 2 bedrooms,
1 bedrooms and studios available
for the 2014-2015 school year.
STOP IN TODAY

Free Gas
Free Basic Cable
Free Shuttle
Recycling

same.”
Freshman Ryan Struffolino
agrees, and said mascots are
there to pump up the crowd.
“It just gives the team some
motivation,” Struffolino said.
While a school mascot exists
to help keep the student body
excited, being Freddie meant
something more to Tabbert.
It meant being a part of
University history.
“It just gave me more of a
tie to BGSU,” she said. “It just
holds a special place for me.
You just feel like you’re really
a part of the University.”

Free Heat
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Free Water/Sewer
Trash Pick Up
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Live by yourself or with roommates.
Rent could start as low as $216/month plus utilities.
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Winthrop Terrace Apa rtments
Now Leasing for Fall 2014
Flexible Move-In Dates Fast & Reliable Maintenance
No Appointment Needed Caring & Friendly Office Staff
400 E Napoleon Rd • 419.352.9135
www.investekmanagement.com

SPORTS
FINAL SCORE
BOWLING GREEN

vs

71

EASTERN MICHIGAN

57
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1000 points?

ROGER THAT
Senior Alexis Rogers scores her 1000 point in
the Falcons 71-57 home win over Eastern Michigan Thursday night
By Tara Jones
Assistant Sports Editor

The BG women’s basketball team defeated Eastern Michigan on
Thursday night at the Stroh Center by a score of 71-57, making
them 15-3 overall and 5-1 in Mid-American Conference play.
Both teams got off to a quick start, trading baskets back
and forth early.
At the 12:07 mark of the first half, redshirt senior
Alexis Rogers got a steal on the defensive end and
turned it into a fast-break layup, giving BG the
14-12 lead. Eastern Michigan, who had been using
a full-court press all half, then forced the Falcons
to take a timeout with their press minutes later.
Momentum then shifted back to the Falcons
as junior Deborah Hoekstra made a threepointer immediately followed by a charge
taken by redshirt sophomore Erica Donovan.
At the 7:20 mark of the first half, Hoekstra
came up with a big block for the Falcons,
denying what could have been a wide-open
Eastern Michigan layup. BG went into halftime with the 28-23 lead.
Early in the second half, the Falcons
began pulling away from the Eagles.
Eastern Michigan was unable to score until
nearly five minutes into the second half. Just
under two minutes into the second half, BG
had a 10 point lead at 33-23.
With 12 minutes left to play, that lead
extended to 20. The Eagles continued to battle
to try to close the gap, but could not overcome
the large deficit.
Redshirt senior Alexis Rogers led the way for
the Falcons with 24 points. She also reached her
1,000 career point Thursday night. Junior Deborah
Hoekstra finished with 16 points and senior Jillian
Halfhill had 14. Jill Stein led the team in rebounding
with 11 boards.
Rogers said that it is an honor to join the club of those with
1,000 career points at BG, but said she could not have done it
without the help of her teammates.
“There [are] a lot of people from BG in the tradition who have
scored 1,000 points,” Rogers said. “I’m honored to be able to be in the
same category as some of the females who have scored 1,000 points in the

See WOMEN’S | Page 5

Falcons defeat Ohio University
in second half battle
BG men’s basketball wins in Athens for first time since 2009
By Cameron Teague Robinson
Sports Editor

RUBEN KAPPLER | THE BG NEWS

Dajon Mingo skates down the ice with the puck, away from one Alabama Huntsville defender. The Falcons won both games of that home series.

Hockey prepares for
home series against Lakers
By Corey Krupa
Reporter

The BG ice hockey team will
look to continue its success at
home this weekend against the
Lake Superior State Lakers.
The Falcons will return to
the BGSU Ice Arena Friday and
Saturday night at 7:07 p.m. after
a week off.
BG has a record of 7-2-2 at
home this season. In 11 home
games, the Falcons have averaged 3.18 goals per game, while

allowing 1.45 goals per game.
The Falcons own a five-game
unbeaten streak at 4-0-1, while
Lake Superior State is within a
game of the .500 mark on the
road this season at 5-6-1 overall.
“We feel good about where we
are right now,” BG head coach
Chris Bergeron said. “We feel
good about where we are in the
standings. We feel good about
how we’re playing today.”
The last time the Falcons
played the Lakers was Nov. 28
and 29 on the road and BG lost

both games by a score of 4-3.
“We felt they were two hardfought games and we found a
way to be on the losing side of
both. That’s a compliment to
Lake Superior,” Bergeron said.
“They took care of their home
ice and we need to take care
of our home ice against them.
That’s where it starts for us.”
The Falcons currently have
three players near the top of

See HOCKEY | Page 5

The Bowling Green State University
men’s basketball team defeated the
Ohio University Bobcats 58-56 in
Athens, Ohio this past Wednesday
on the back of a late first-half run and
consistent defense.
Early in the game, the Falcons
found themselves down 15-4 with
13:56 left in the first half. Things
looked as if the game was going to
get out of hand quickly. The Falcons
slowed the Bobcats’ run down with
a 14-0 run of their own, capped by a
Jaevon Clarke three-pointer to put
the Falcons ahead 18-16.
“After a slow start we were able
to play into our zone defense,” head
coach Louis Orr said. “That helped
us and we were able to make some
baskets.”
The game stayed close from then
on as the first half ended with the
Bobcats leading 33-30 after Bobcat
Travis Wilkins made three free
throws.
The second half stayed close
throughout, but the Falcons could
not seem to gain a lead on the
Bobcats. A layup by Sophomore
Spencer Parker sparked a second half
run for the Falcons that got them a
48-43 lead with just over seven minutes left in the game.
The last few minutes of the game
both teams went on runs, just to see
the other team counter and take the
lead. The Falcons had the final run
and took the lead 51-50 and would

hold on from there.
“The second half was just a battle,”
Orr said. “Our defense was the difference, we weren’t too good at the free
throw line but we just battled.”
Jaevon Clarke had just the game
the Falcons needed when going
on the road. He had 15 points, four
assists and only one turnover. Clarke
has had turnover problems throughout the season, but on a court where
the Falcons have not had much
recent success, he was able to make
good decisions with the ball.
Parker led the Falcons in scoring
with 16 points and six rebounds,
while Junior Richaun Holmes had 12
points and added five rebounds.
This win marks the first time
the Falcons have won at the
Convocation Center since Jan. 24,
2009, the same year the Falcons
won the Mid-American Conference
regular season title. It was also
the first time the Falcons have
won away games against Ohio
University and Western Michigan
since the 1990-1991 season.
“This is one of the toughest places
in the MAC and in the country to
win,” Orr said. “Our guys showed
great courage.”
After losing four in a row after
Christmas, the Falcons look to be
back on track. They will host Ball State
this Saturday at 6 p.m. Ball State is
currently 9-9 and 3-2 in MAC play.
“Our guys have shown great belief
in themselves and we are just trying to
be the best we can one day at a time,”
Orr said.

FORUM
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET
“Personally I
would vote for
him because I
like how he sets
his standards.”

Travis Greene
Junior,
Communication

Are you voting for John Kasich in November? Why?

“I don’t know
who he is.”

Brianna Lawless
Freshman,
Middle Childhood Education

4

“No because
he’s an
asshole. I don’t
agree with his
policies.”

Becca Barth
Junior,
Public Relations

“Yes, I’m from
Florida and I feel
like the state of
Ohio doesn’t
have as many
big problems.”

VISIT US AT

BGNEWS.COM
Have your own take on
today’s People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnews.com.

Victor Osborne
Senior,
Communication

Strive to understand all people, regardless of socioeconomic standing
greg burleson
Columnist

To use a quote from a tremendous friend from my
days of living in England,
“A society can best be
judged by how it chooses to
treat its lowest members.”
In the context of any
urban dwelling society,
this conversation is not
complete without acknowledging the plight of the
homeless and the misunderstandings surrounding
them. While many, somewhat justifiably so, are
quite trepid on this matter,
it is of importance.
Just as any cultural or
ethnic group, the homeless
have developed a collec-

tive identity which dates
to more than 2000 years
ago. In a Roman era comedy, a character by Plautus
says: “No one benefits a
beggar by giving him food
or drink. You merely lose
what you give him and
prolong his life of misery.”
Many in today’s society
would, with little doubt,
agree whole-heartedly.
The general and immediate impression seems to
be that this group has, in
some way, either deserved
or earned their position in
life. This impersonal view
of our social peers is, however, horribly incomplete.
My experience on this
subject dictates that I convey a radically different
notion of this surprisingly
hospitable and intelligent
bunch who quite obviously
came to a difficult position
in society.

The textbook for my media
and design class repeats a
motivating, albeit blunt,
phrase throughout its chapters: Don’t be a wimp.
While the advice is meant
to encourage students to be
bold with design choices,
like using large type sizes,
cool fonts and striking colors, I can’t help but feel like
the author is pushing us forward in life, too.
I know it sounds funny,
but being told to stop being
so timid and start being
brave over and over again,
even through the medium
of text, is starting to get to
me.
Throughout my college
career I’ve been very cautious and timid. I worry
that I’m not good enough
to accomplish new, exciting things and that I’ll fail
trying.
When it comes to traveling outside of my comfort
zone, I face a wall of anxiety
and jitters.
It took me until now to
realize that college affords
you a safety net, unlike the
“real world.”
If you take a class because
the subject is interesting and
meaningful to you, but more
challenging than anticipated, you can reach out to your
classmates, the professor or

these warm hearted individuals was among the
most pleasant I had in the
British Isles.
Even as an outsider of
some means, I was greeted
with tremendous hospitality. I remained among
this camp through to
the next morning when I
was granted unparalleled
access to walk through the
Stonehenge site.
My time among the
stones was tremendous as
I traversed with an incredibly excited and intelligent site administrator
who, long story short, later
picked me up hitchhiking
along the major motor way
leading back to town.
I ultimately learned a lot
about this man along the
way. He drove a very nice
car, had what appeared
to be a very happy family
life, he had earned several

advanced graduate degrees
and had spent nearly a
decade lost from society
while he was homeless.
I found a loss of words as
I imagined the people from
the night before transforming, through only an
opportunity, to this highly
intelligent and successful
man.
Lost in this example is
that of many who struggle among urban environments. While in Oslo,
Norway, I found great
hospitality through a
church and ultimately
spent my time working at
a soup kitchen. I did not
serve food, I did not assist
behind the scenes; instead,
I was asked to merely go
throughout and make conversation with the luckless
people who came in off
the streets to escape a cold
Norwegian March.

I, however, do not speak
Norwegian. It turned out
that many of the people
were so intelligent and
highly educated that
they spoke such remarkable English that, in some
cases, I did not even sense
any perceivable accent.
The purpose of these
examples is to accentuate
the original quote. “A society can best be judged by
how it chooses to treat its
lowest members.” It is far
too easy to justify a dislike
of a group if we can judge a
collective whole.
We need to remember
to maintain our humanity and strive to develop
a society that accepts all
despite their socioeconomic standing.

Respond to Greg at
thenews@bgnews.com

Pro-life supporters end compassion at birth

Make effort to grow,
aim to change
EMILY GORDON
COLUMNIST

Stonehenge
rest s
in Britain’s southern
Salisbury Plain and is
among the most mystifying and majestic sites in
the world. While most
remember this monument for its aesthetics, my
immediate thoughts turn
to the people who reside
near it.
Throug h
whatever
means or processes that
have allowed this to transpire, a small collection of
individuals have inhabited the grounds near
Stonehenge for what has
possibly been centuries to
millennia. As of this very
second, individuals who
have lost their way among
society are collected on the
nearby highway and will
reside there until reconciliation with society can
occur.
My experience with

tutors to help you.
If you join a club and it
doesn’t turn out to be what
you expected, you can stay
and try to mix things up or
you can leave and join a different club.
Most stresses that come
with trying new things are
resolved in a semester’s time
or less, with little to no lasting consequences.
What’s important is that
you did something you wanted to do, and you learned
about what you wanted to
gain from it. If you didn’t get
what you wanted out of the
class or club, you know what
to look out for to get it in the
future.
Branching out in college,
even slowly or in small steps,
helps you feel more confident in being courageous in
the “real world.”
It’s almost like a class
itself.
Most importantly, you’ll
never sit around and wonder
“what if…”
The way I see it is, a
lengthy magazine article in
12 point Times New Roman
or similar font is what readers prefer.
But the story is boring and
dull without bold subheadings and an awesome, creative headline.
Take advantage of the
time and opportunities you
have here as a student to add
color into your life.

Julie Haught
Columnist

Jan. 22, 1973, the Supreme
Court ruled that women
have a fundamental, constitutional right to privacy
regarding pregnancies, at
least in the early stages of
the pregnancy.
It was a step towards
acknowledging that women
are, indeed, people. And, by
virtue of personhood are
entitled to self-determination regarding their bodies,
including reproduction.
I suppose that we should
not be surprised that in the
41 years since the Roe v.
Wade ruling, there has been
a concerted effort to deny
women the right to control
their bodies. According to
the ACLU, “During the 2013
state legislative session over
300 anti-abortion restrictions were introduced.”
That’s just 2013 alone. Sadly,
Ohio is front and center in
the efforts to limit reproductive rights.
In fact, the organization
Personhood Ohio hoped
to place a constitutional

Interested in showing
your artwork?

“As I allowed
myself some
fanciful speculation
on where such
legislation might
lead, I realized
that the precious
preciousness of
that zygote might
not be so easily
romanticized.”
amendment on the general
ballot in 2012 that would
have banned all abortions
in Ohio. They failed to collect the necessary number
of signatures, but they have
vowed to press on. Had they
succeeded in 2012, Ohioans
would have been voting on
whether the legal definition
of “person” should include
“every human being at
every stage of the biological
development of that human
being or human organism,
including fertilization.”
By their reasoning,
zygotes should have legal
standing as persons.

Want to be a cartoonist?

As I allowed myself
some fanciful speculation
on where such legislation
might lead, I realized that
the precious preciousness
of that zygote might not be
so easily romanticized once
it had legal standing as a
person.
After all, that zygotet ra nsforming-into-fetus
would be entitled to welfare
and health care and other
entitlements that many
anti-choice legislators fall
over themselves to deny
persons every day.
For many of these antichoice lawmakers, compassion for those who are vulnerable ends when the baby
is born. So, once zygotes
and fetuses were granted
personhood, would these
lawmakers turn on them,
too?
Imagine the Ohio legislature a mere two-or-three
years after the Personhood
Amendment passes. I can
see it now— a hardcore
opponent of public assistance rises to address fellow
representatives. He speaks
on behalf of his newly
formed caucus, the EarnYour-Birth Movement:
“If fetuses now have personhood, I say it is high time they
quit slacking and earn their

keep,” reasons the legislator.
With his passion building, the speaker continues: “Imagine those lazy
zygotes just lolling around
uteri, leaching nutrients from their hosts. If
you think undocumented
workers are a problem, you
need to wake up and recognize that the insidious
slackers lurking in women’s bodies are much more
of a drain on our system.”
“These fetuses are not just
physically underdeveloped,
they’re ethically and morally fetal as well. I say if you
want to be born, pay your
way. Pull yourself up by your
own umbilical cord. Don’t
expect some free ride.” The
enthusiastic speaker wipes
his brow and returns to his
seat, pleased with his foresight and wisdom.
Perhaps my imaginings
go too far; I’ll be the first
to concede that. However, I
do worry about those who
are willing to grant more
rights to a zygote that has
the potential to become a
female than to the living,
breathing females carrying
those zygotes.
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BG Track and Field hosts last
home indoor meet of the season
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The Falcons have started well this season but are still focusing on MAC Championship

By Jamar Dunson
Reporter

The Falcons’ track and
field team will host Miami
University in the Tom
Wright Open Jan. 24 in the
Perry Fieldhouse.
Unlike the previous
events, this one will be
scored. In preparing for
the track meet, coach Lou
Snelling said they will try
to improve their team to
be consistent and, more
importantly, make the
Mid-American Conference
championship.
“Our big goal is qualifying for the MAC championship,” Snelling said.
“In order to do that, we’re
going to make the best
possible choices in order
to get ready for the event.”
Snelling is currently
in his third year as head
coach and he’s seen a
steady increase with the
team in standings within the MAC Conference.
In his first year the team
increased to eighth in the
conference and then rose
to sixth in the next year.

“We’re in a much better place than last, which
should give us a lot to build
on. We have a lot of confidence and excitement
but we also have much to
improve on,” Snelling said.
“The main thing now for us
is how much can we move
up in the MAC Conference,
because that’s what really
matters.”
Sophomore Tiera Parker
set a new personal best in
the triple jump from the
team’s previous event in
Ann Arbor, Mich. Snelling
said he plans to continue
seeing her improve on her
skills and abilities.
“She’s taking good steps.
The jumps were kind of
new to her as first,” he
said. “She managed to
score some points on the
jump outside and this year
is a continuation of last
year and she currently
ranks fifth on the list in
triple jumps.”
Sophomore Alicia Arnold
has impressed the coaching staff as well, finishing
fourth in the long jump
but set her own personal

Gymnastics will host
Eastern Michigan Saturday
Falcons look to even up their MAC record
By Grant Crawford
Reporter

After starting off the season
on the road, the Falcons
gymnastics team will
return to Anderson Arena
to face Eastern Michigan
Jan. 25 at 4 p.m.
Each team has struggled
early on in the season, the
Falcons posting a 1-2 overall
record and the Eagles holding
a win-less record at 0-3.
Both teams look to rebound
and get a win this weekend,
especially the Falcons who
have home court advantage
on their side.
“Being on your home turf
and having your own fans
behind you, it gives you such
more of a drive and adrenaline in knowing that there
are so many people here
believing in you and that are
backing you up,” said Lacey
Swords, senior captain.
A win for the Falcons would
put them at 2-2 overall and 2-0
in the conference which would
be the first time in four years
that the Falcons opened the
Mid-American Conference
with two straight victories.
As for Eastern, they look
toward Sophomore Khadijah
Hudson, and Junior Anna
Willette, who were second
team all MAC last year, to
lead the team and try to notch
their first win.
“Getting that win, knowing
you defeated another team
that you are going be going
against again later on in the

season it helps keeps everyone
on task,” Swords said. “More
motivated and more of a drive
to keep pushing through the
rest of the season.”
It will be difficult as the
Falcons have talented athletes too, like, most recent
standouts, Alyssa Nocella
who won both the vault
and all-around competitions alongside Amanda
Lievendag, who was
named MAC Specialist of
this past week.
In addition is Jamilah
Ali, who won the vault
title a year ago and Megan
Harrington, who set new
records in BG gymnastics.
“This group has been really
fun to coach cause they really
want to do better,” said head
coach Kerrie Turner. “They
seem to have that internal
drive and knowing we have
experienced returners but
also some talented new freshman coming in definitely
builds confidence within the
program.”
Both teams are looking
forward to the match-up this
weekend and to improve their
conference standing as BG
was predicted to finish third
and the Eagles at fifth in the
preseason poll.
“The wins and losses especially within the conference
help you build confidence
because you know you are
going to finish going into the
end of the regular season,”
Turner said.

“We’re in a much
better place than last,
which should give us
a lot to build on.”
Lou Snelling | Head Coach

season-best leap with 18-6.
“She’s one team member that’s going to keep
improving; she has a lot of
the tools and placed seventh on the list in the 60s
so speed-wise, she’s just
blessed in that department and is going to help
us in multiple areas.”
The practice and training
session the track and field
team had has been rocky
for coach Snelling due to
winter break and the harsh
weather here in BG.
“It’s tough, you know,
we’re one of the few winter
sports that have a break
unlike basketball and
gymnastics who are up
here,” he said. “They know
what they have to do; they
have a plan of what to do
but it’s harder to do when
you’re on your own, and

HOCKEY
From Page 3
t he WCH A i n scor i ng.
Ju n ior Da n De S a l v o
leads t he ent ire leag ue
w it h 18 a ssist s, wh i le
sophomore defensema n
Ra l fs Freibergs ha s 16
assists. Junior for wa rd
Ada m Berk le a lso leads
t he WCH A i n shor th a nde d goa l s, w it h

WOMEN’S
From Page 3

program.”
Head coach Jennifer
Roos said that a key for her
team tonight was limiting
EMU’s starters in terms of
scoring. She attributes her
team’s second-half rally
to extend the lead to being
more efficient and being
able to keep the Eagles

ia

Find a Place to Call Home
(1 Bedroom & Eﬃciency Houses Also Available)

Now Renting

2014-2015
School Year

Fox Run Apartments
216 S. Mercer Rd.

is unbeaten at home with
a 5-0-2 record at the BGSU
Ice Arena. Overall, Burke
is 9-2-4 in 15 appearances
and has earned three shutouts. He is also third in
the WCHA with a .924 save
percentage.
In the series against
Alaska-Anchorage, junior
captain Ryan Carpenter
made his season debut.
Carpenter, who led the
Falcons with 33 points last

season, scored his first
goal of the 2013-14 season
in the Friday night’s 3-0
win over the Nanooks.
Carpenter played both
games at right wing over
the weekend series, after
playing center for the
majority of the 2012-13
season.
This weekend will be the
last time the two teams
meet in the regular season.

RUBEN KAPPLER | THE BG NEWS

www.preferredpropertiesco.com
Office Hours: Monday - Friday | 8am - 11:30am &
12:30pm - 4:30pm
419 Lehman Ave. | 419.352.9378

(Small pets welcome)

t hree on t he season.
Goa ltender
Tommy
Burke started in net
in both games against
Alaska-Anchorage on Jan.
10-11, stopping 47-of-48
shots on goal for a .979
series save percentage,
and saving all three shots
faced in the sudden death
overtime on Saturday.
Burke, who ranks second in the WCHA with a
2.07 goals-against average,

SUDOKU
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3 x 3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

Jillian Halfhill defends a shot attempted by an Eastern Michigan guard. The Falcons defeated EMU 71-57 and will host Northern Illinois Sunday afternoon at 2 p.m.
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Birchwood 650 6th St.

this winter the weather
got in the way more than
anything else.”
Despite the break and
weather setbacks, Snelling
believes that they’ll get better as the season goes on.
“I don’t think we had
an amazing break but the
further we go the better
we’ll get with the training,” he said.
For their meet Friday
against Miami, the triple
jumps, quarters, weights
and distance groups will be
things the crowd will want
to watch and see, he said.
Junior Brooke Pleger will
be competing in her first
meet since the USA championships this past summer.
“It’s so far so good when
you see the steps that we’ve
made in one year’s time,
you feel really good about
the team the improvements over last year,”
Snelling said. “It feels good
to see the team move in the
right direction.”
The field events will
begin at 5 p.m. and the
running events at 6 p.m. in
the Perry Fieldhouse.

Piedmont Apartments
8th & High St.

from pressing.
“I’m proud of our effort
again, yet with that said,
it’s a short turnaround
before we play on Sunday
afternoon,” Roos said.
The Falcons will return
to the Stroh Center Sunday
for a matchup against
Northern Illinois at 2:07
p.m. The Huskies have an
overall record of 7-8 and
are 3-2 in the MAC. Prior
to coming to the Stroh,

NIU will have a home
game against Buffalo on
Jan. 23.
Prior to conference
play, the Huskies defeated Mississippi Valley
State, Bradley, Lamar and
Illinois State. Northern
Illinois tallied losses to
Green Bay, Wisconsin,
New Mexico State, South
Dakota State, Northern
Iowa and Illinois-Chicago.
In the MAC, the Huskies

have won matches at
home to Ohio University
and Eastern Michigan,
along with a game at
Miami University. NIU
has lost to both Toledo
and Central Michigan on
the road.
Following their game
with Northern Illinois,
the Falcons will travel to
Ohio University to take on
the Bobcats on Jan. 30 at
7 p.m.

THE PULSE
Spirit crew
strives to
maintain
secrecy
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a lifelong
DREAM

SICSIC organization
takes pride in tradition
By William Channell
Assistant Pulse Editor

When University alumnus and former SICSIC member Brady Bourquin
was performing with his beat-boxing band Beat-a-Copia on The Ellen
DeGeneres Show, he almost blew his
cover.
“I let slip with my secret voice used
only during SICSIC times,” Bourquin
said in an email. “When the show
aired and people on campus were
made aware of it [through] the
wonder of cable television in each
dorm room, there arose a conversation about whether or not the
Brady Bourquin of Beat-a-Copia was
actually the SICSIC member called
Pavoratti.”
Bourquin wasn’t sure what to do,
so he had to think quickly.
“I became very concerned about
how I would keep people off of my
tracks,” Bourquin said. “So I did the
one thing I could think of and [quit]
the beat box band.”
What makes this story exemplify
SICSIC isn’t how unusual it is, but
how, as Bourquin made clear later in
the email, it’s entirely false.
“While this story is a stretch on
the truth, I would like to abstain
from answering this question as my
answer may work to the disadvantage of future SICSIC members and
their work to keep their identity a
secret,” Bourquin said.
SICSIC is the official spirit crew
of the University, and much of what
they do is to prevent students from
discovering their identities.
Senior Jamal Jackson enjoys this
air of mystery and said it adds to their
fun image.
“I think they’re fun,” Jackson said.
“You see them and they’re always
having a good time. They have a certain aura about them.”
While some might view SICSIC’s
“aura” as calculated and trained,
Michael Ginsburg, assistant dean
of students and faculty adviser for
SICSIC, said much of a member’s
training is on-the-job.
“We do meet in the summer time,”
Ginsburg said. “We will initially say
things like, ‘if you are going up to
somebody and you recognize that
they are completely scared of you,
don’t engage with that person. Not
everybody likes people in masks and
costumes. Apart from that, try to
keep it in good taste.’”
Ginsburg said the organization
has had problems before with members being revealed, but it’s not as
bad as it used to be.

See SICSIC | Page 8

University student pursues passion in music performance
By Geoff Burns
Pulse Editor

Junior Danny Humbarger sat on the edge of his couch in his apartment living
room and remembered when he opened for twenty | one | pilots two years ago
at Howard’s Club H.
“There were like seven people there and they got everybody interested,” the
solo guitarist said. “It was my second or third show and it was just awesome.
That made me want to keep doing it.”
Even though Humbarger realized performing and writing music was something he knew he wanted to pursue as a career after the performance, he
already had a steady mindset on the subject as a kid.
He started writing songs as a senior in high school and began to play shows
during his freshman year at the University because he “wanted to be outgoing.”
The junior musician took the first step in making his first album “Summer
Air” after he attended the University’s Summer Institute for Recording and met
recording engineer and videographer Tim Foster.
Foster helped record, mix and master Humbarger’s first few EP’s in the
University’s music studio and spent more than 35 hours of just mixing and
editing down tracks.
“He has a natural music ability,” Foster said. “He is a fantastic musician and
has a natural ear for music.”
Humbarger met videographer Alex Hiner at the recording institute that same
summer and decided he wanted to have a few of his songs made into music
videos.
“Danny is a good friend of mine through music so when I started doing videos he hit me up interested in one and I was looking for any video work at the
time so he came up and we did our first video,” Hiner said.
photo by: GEoff burns | THE BG NEWS

See DANNY | Page 8

Junior Danny Humbarger tunes his guitar in his apartment. His new album will be
released digitally on Feb. 1.

MEDIA

Healthier food serves as alternate
way to get healthy, lose weight

reviews

“american hustle”

University meals, alcohol limit options for students

Movie | Grade: B+
By Jared Heimovitz
Pulse Critic

Con artists, corrupt politicians and sexual
affairs act as the driving force of the story, but
David O. Russell’s new film uses these concepts
to tell a relevant, unorthodox tale of redemption while offering timeless life lessons necessary for survival.
Set in post-Watergate America, “American
Hustle” presents the audience with conventional characters to the crime-comedy-drama
genre: mobsters, crooked politicians, hustlers
and alluring women. However, these characters are thrown together into demanding

By Kathryne Rubright
Reporter

scenarios full of lies, deception and love. The
interactions with one another as well as their
places in society open questions of authority,
ethics, romance and friendship that can only
be answered as time unfurls.
“American Hustle” follows Irving Rosenfeld
[Christian Bale], a man who learned that “taking” is necessary for survival at a young age,
and built success for himself through conning
others — even those close to him. Rosenfeld
and his partner and maybe true love, Sydney
Prosser [Amy Adams], later get caught in a situation with the FBI.

See REVIEW | Page 8

As January moves along, students who made
New Year’s resolutions to eat healthy may
need some advice on how to do so.
“Trust the fact that you won’t go hungry
if you eat a fruit or vegetable,” said Rebecca
Pobocik, an associate professor in family and
consumer sciences.
A fruit or vegetable may not sound filling
by itself, Pobocik said, but it can be a healthy
start to a meal and cause someone to fill up
less on the rest of the meal.
Brenna Smith, president of the Student
Nutrition Association, recommends having a
fruit or vegetable with every meal.
To some, the cost of fruit and vegetables

may be daunting.
“People say healthy is expensive because
they think they need to get fresh fruit and
vegetables,” said Kelsey Buckley, treasurer of
the SNA.
However, canned or frozen fruits and vegetables are a good option too, Buckley said.
Canned or frozen fruits and vegetables
can be “almost identical” in nutrition as
compared to fresh produce, Pobocik said.
However, canned fruits and vegetables with
lots of added salt or sugar should be avoided,
she said.
People should also avoid covering their
fruits and vegetables in unhealthy sauces or
dressings, Buckley said.

See HEALTHY | Page 8
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INVOLVED
From Page 1

Anthony Malinak | THE BG NEWS

STUDENTS CREATE collages from various magazines representing an issue they feel passionate about.

Signs and tables will be
outside of the room advertising the event. Freddie
and Frieda will even be
around throughout the
day.
There will be a chance
for all students who enter
Olscamp 101 to find their
true passion or to make a
difference.
Alexa Woodburn, the
marketing chair and
the media liaison of St.
Baldrick’s, explained what
the St. Baldrick’s table at
the Get Involved Fair is like.
“Our table at the event is
telling people what the St.
Baldrick’s event is, letting
them know how they could
get involved and how what
we do affects childhood
cancer,” Woodburn said.
Woodburn explained
that all of the money that
was raised for St. Baldrick’s
goes to funding childhood
cancer.
Having a table at the Get
Involved Fair will hopeful-

KASICH
From Page 1

Anthony Malinak | THE BG NEWS

A PARTICIPANT presents her collage to the group.

Anthony Malkinak | THE BG NEWS

THE EVENT encouraged students to begin projects that are important to them.

TOMS encourages students to ‘start something’
By Aimee Hancock
Reporter

Students had the opportunity to share what inspires
them while learning simple tips for how to put that
inspiration into action.
“The most important
step of all is the first step.
Start something.”
This quote by Blake
Mycoskie, founder of TOMS
Shoes and chief shoe giver,
was the theme of the evening at an event hosted
by TOMS Campus Club
on Thursday. The event,
titled, “Start Something
That Matters” after a book
of the same name written
by Mycoskie, was the first
of its kind at the University
and has been in the works
since last November.
Sophomore
Rodrigo
Patterson started TOMS
Campus Club a few months
prior, after meeting with
corporate members of

TOMS Shoes last April. The
group, which began with
only seven other students,
now has 35 participating
members.
Thursday’s event included the viewing of a short
film that featured young
entrepreneurs each telling
the story of how they overcame their inhibitions and
doubt to go on to start successful businesses.
Later in the evening, all
of the attendees split into
smaller groups to work on
individual “vision boards.”
Essentially collages of pictures cut out of various
magazines, these boards
were representations of
each person’s inspiration
or something they feel passionate about.
Leslie Potts, student
member of TOMS Campus
Club, while introducing
the activity, prompted the
audience to “explore what
wakes you up in the morn-

ing.”
The vision board representations varied from a
passion for art to a passion
for cultural diversity and
exploration.
The event brought
together a diverse group of
people, all united by their
curiosity of finding the
drive inside themselves to
start projects, whether big
or small, that mean something to them.
Bryce Dotson, freshman, said he heard about
the “Start Something That
Matters” event while previously attending a Falling
Whistles event at the
University.
He said he liked the idea
as a whole and that as part
of the youth of America,
“there’s so much we can do
to change the world.”
Sophomore
Rachael
Messner, who is part of the
campus group, says that
she was drawn to the group

for the opportunity to take
the “values from the shoes”
and pass them on through
community service and
outreach.
TOMS Campus Club
does just that. The group’s
past service has included a
TOM’s Shoe sale at which
70 pairs of shoes were sold.
Shoes were sold for half
off if customers donated
clothes or canned goods.
Project Homeless Connect
and a local food pantry
both benefitted from the
sale.
One of the future projects is scheduled for
April 22, called “One Day
Without Shoes,” in which
the club will bring awareness to TOMS Shoes’ mission statement by going
shoe-less and encouraging
others to do the same.
TOMS Campus Club’s
first meeting of the semester is Feb. 4, after which the
group will meet bi-weekly.

800 jobs after a $200 million
Chinese investment.
Industrial expansion can
be a key for Kasich’s re-election, Latta said, who represents 721,000 people in his
district with 60,000 manufacturing jobs alone.
“We have things here other
people don’t— water, resources, a skilled workforce,” Latta
said. “I hate when people say,
‘oh you’re from the Rust Belt.’
We make things here.”
Mayor Richard Edwards
echoed this sentiment, noting
how the region has developed
from automobile manufacturing and the CSX facility in
North Baltimore, Ohio.
“This area can no longer be
taken for granted,” Edwards
said,
Another topic Kasich

ly get more people to volunteer with St. Baldrick’s.
There will be a computer
available for people to sign
up and become involved.
“We’ve only been around
for two years, so we’re not
as established,” Woodburn
said. “There is a lot of room
for first year students to get
involved throughout their
whole time here at [the
University].”
Bullins, Beauchamp,
Woodburn and everyone
else involved with the Get
Involved Fair has put in a
lot of time in order to benefit the students.
Bullins believes that
there are only positive outcomes available for students who are involved.
“I just hope that if people
have the opportunity on
Friday, that they take the
time to stop by,” Bullins
said. “I think there is something interesting about
learning about something
that you didn’t know existed on campus. I think it
could really open some
doors to network and to
learn something new about
yourself.”

focused on was bolstering
vocational schooling.
“Everyone doesn’t have to
go to a four-year school,” he
said. “We need to bring vocational schooling back. Some
people are born to make
things and fix things.”
Brown said there has been
an emphasis in funding for
both vocational schools and
four-year colleges given the
surplus, just not enough seeing as the state is still recovering from the recession.
“Education is critical and
we need to get students on the
right track” instead of forcing
everyone to go into four-year
universities, he said.
Brown said as universities
get their state funding from
graduation rates, there will
need to be a focus on “competing for the best and brightest students instead of seeing
how many people they can
funnel through the system.”
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healthy
From Page 6
“If you’re going to get vegetables and cover [them] in
butter, that’s … defeating the
point,” Buckley said.
She recommends spices as
a healthier way to add flavor.
Cost is one concern, but
Pobocik said that students
living on campus may also
find eating healthy challenging because they can’t easily
cook their own food.
Smith said eating healthy
on campus is a matter of
making the right choices.
“There are good things you
can get in the dining halls
and there are bad things,”
Smith said.
Some college students may
not realize how many calo-

sicsic
From Page 6
“People tried to rip their
masks off and that kind of
thing,” Ginsburg said. “Back in
the 50s and 60s, people used to
chase them around campus
to try to figure out who they

ries their weekend activities
contain.
“Alcohol has a lot of
calories and people often
don’t think about that,”
Pobocik said.
When you eat calories,
your body realizes that and
you feel full, Pobocik said, but
the same isn’t true for drinking calories.
Non-alcoholic drinks can
also be unhealthy choices.
“Personally I’m against
soda pop,” Smith said.
Buckley said cutting sugary beverages and sticking to
water and milk can be a way
to quickly start losing weight.
If students aim to eat
healthy in order to lose
weight, “they have to make
goals they can actually realize,” Smith said.
A series of small goals is

more realistic than one big
goal, she said.
Buckley said that students
looking to eat healthy and
exercise should start both at
the same time.
“Doing [one] motivates
you to do the other,” Buckley
said.
It’s important to realize
that changes won’t happen
overnight, Buckley said.
Buckley and Smith both
talked about the importance
of variety in a diet.
Smith said students
should aim to regularly try
new foods.
Having a variety of colors
on your plate is a good way
to ensure variety within a
meal, Buckley said.
“Eat the rainbow, but
not the Skittles kind,”
Buckley said.

were. Fortunately, that does
not seem to happen anymore.”
Ginsburg said in the
event of an unmasking
today, the consequences
would be significant.
“They’d be removed and
we’d replace them [with]
somebody from the same
class,” he said.

Ginsburg said SICSIC would
then pull from a pool of people
who had been interested during their year of eligibility, but
didn’t make the cut. Secrecy,
though, isn’t all SICSIC’s about.
“They have a meaning,” he
said. “They’re there to spread
spirit and make people feel
good about themselves.”
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Humbarger opened for twenty | one | pilots in Bowling Green two years ago.

DANNY
From Page 6
After a few years of getting
his own material out to the
public, the musician is getting ready to digitally release
his second album consisting
of nine songs, all of which
were recorded, mixed and
mastered without any help,
but his own. The songwriter
also documented the entire
recording process and published it to his YouTube page,
MusicFromDanny, which is
where people can download
or stream the album in its
entirety on Feb. 1.
One of the song’s featured on the album is called
“Kiss Me Goodnight,” which
Humbarger recorded himself
playing guitar and singing at
DON JOHN R
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9:50 DON
Purch Adv
Tix @6:55
cinemark.com

the same time without any
editing, ultimately contributing feeling of the record.
“I thought that song was
really important and even
if I messed up on guitar or
messed up on vocal a little bit
that’s not the point the song,”
Humbarger said. “That song
is about expressing a feeling
that I have.”
Now, leaning back on the
couch smiling after reliving the memory of opening
for a mainstream band in
his head, he knows why he
makes music.
“If someone can hear these
songs that makes them feel
good and brings any positivity
to their life that’s what I want,”
Humbarger said. “I want them
to really feel that song and feel
that energy and feed off of that
together.”
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End of a descent
Alternate courses
Gwadar Bay is an inlet of it
Fertile Crescent land
Commit, in a way
Indiana city where the
International Circus Hall
of Fame is located
Take up
Dedicated lines
Telephone __
Big name in shaving
French 101 verb
"Mrs. Battle's Opinions on
Whist" essayist
Sound of waves
Uncovered
Delay cause
How some equipment is
acquired
Drift

but sexy, scene-stealing wife
and mother of his “adopted”
son.
Performances were honest
and appeared genuine, set
on eye-catching production
designs, all captured through
dramatic cinematography
that takes the audience on a
vivid journey into the 1970s.
Although the film is fictionally based around some
true events [FBI ABSCAM
Operation and the advent of
the microwave], setting it in
the 70s helps to establish a
paradox of Christian morals at a time of corruption,
themes evident in the film
and also consistently seen in
popular culture and society.
These conflicting ideas
heavily drive each character
to act the ways they do and
even lead to redemption for
some.
Whether characters don’t
want a divorce but are having an affair or simply have a
really bad temper [or combover], the incorporation of
these ideas and common
perceptions of society, success and survival are what
make the somewhat generic,
“kind-of-true fake biopic”
hold it’s own and encapsulate
American life.
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Rather than using violence,
sex and foul language [OK,
there’s some] to tell the journey of a shady man’s venture
into an even more crooked
world, O. Russell’s direction
makes the film more of a
character study and questions rights and wrongs in
society through interaction
and dialogue.
The film very well could
have glorified corrupt activity, but it instead allowed
audiences to connect to the
characters through their
humanness and intentions
and ignore the bad connotations given to such archetypes, yielding sympathy.
Not only does it tell a familiar
story in a new perspective,
but also adds wit, humor and
deception to make it more
compelling, believable and
thus, entertaining.
“American Hustle” could
not have been as engulfing
if it weren’t for the supporting cast, including Bradley
Cooper as Richie DiMaso, a
stubborn, curly-headed FBI
Agent and Jennifer Lawrence
as Rosalyn, Rosenfeld’s manic

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Leave all of the Shoveling to Us

FRI 1/24 - SUN 1/26

Sonoran Desert natives
Coolant giant
Some gridiron passes
See 43-Down
It's not a good thing
Witchy woman
Evidence of descent
James, whose company
published the first U.S.
edition of "The Prince and
the Pauper"
More unkempt, lawn-wise
"Unsafe at Any Speed" author
Orderly traffic pattern
Ring of color
40 Aid for the restless
Bruschetta ingredient
41 Divest
Barely get (by)
42 Examines closely
Phone book feature
43 With 4-Down,
Adams of filmdom?
one-time White
Saturn SUV
House nickname
Take no action
44 Pinpoint
Former Food & Wine
46 Well
publisher, familiarly
49 "Dona Flor and
Make a delivery
Her Two
City south of Tampa
Husbands" author
Adaptable subspecies
56 Eurasian aircraft
Paper department
acronym
57 Unified
58 Hill fig.
59 Carolina
quarterback
Newton

34 Oil source
35 "Long-lasting"
chocolate brand
39 Collectible sheets
41 Routine that's not funny
42 Colorful flowers
45 Not procrastinating
47 Wax
48 Crucifix
49 Nitrogen compound
50 Downs
51 At a previous time
52 Jack insert, briefly
53 Barrett of Pink Floyd
54 Support piece
55 Weather vane
60 __ noche: tonight
61 Traces
62 Put one's foot down
63 Drop-down item that hopefully
doesn't have to
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For Rent

Classified Ads • 419-372-0328
The BG News will not knowingly accept
advertisements that discriminate, or encourage discrimination against any individual or
group on the basis of race, sex, color, creed,
religion, national origin, sexual orientation,
disability, status as a veteran, or on the basis
of any other legally protected status.

HOUSES close to campus!
Now renting 2014-2015 leases.
Frobose Rentals - 419-352-6064.
www.froboserentals.com

Help Wanted
Discovery Kingdom seeking
M-F childcare provider
Apply in person at 1069 Klotz Rd.
Seeking FT Real Estate Offce
Staff, pay negotiable.
Please call 419-409-0527.

For Rent
*2014-2015 s.y. NOW renting,
1030, 930 E. Wooster/303 Merry,
6 BRs over 3 allowed, also more.
See cartyrentals.com or 353-0325

May 2014 - 12 month lease:
322 E. Court - 1BR - $420/mo.
234 N. Enterprise -2BR -$610/mo.
837 Third St - 3BR - $840/mo.
August 2014 - 12 month lease:
125 Baldwin - 3BR - $900/mo.
525 Manville - 3BR - $720/mo.
605 Fifth St - 3BR - $660/mo.
www.BGApartments.com
419-352-8917
Now leasing 2014-2015 SY,
220 Napoleon Rd - 1BR,
$400-$415 + elec.
815/803 Eighth St -2BR,
$500-$515 + gas & elec.
130 E Washington -1BR, 2BR &
1BR w/ study- $410-660 +all utils.
Call 419-354-6076.

*Avail now and 1st of year,
eff. or 2 BR apts, low as $295/mo.
cartyrentals.com / 419-353-0325
1BR apt, near BGSU, avail Fall,
$475/mo, utilities included.
Call 419-352-5882.

Voted
Vot
ted

Best

2, 3 & 4 BR apts & townhouses
avail May & Aug, 419-409-1110
www.rutterdudleyrentals.com

Place
tto b
be

3 rm effic & 1 rm effic, furn,
shared bath, 120 1/2 E. Reed St.
Call 419-601-3225 for more info.

Spoiled
by yo
y
your
ur

3/4BR apts, lrg rooms,small pets
ok, avail Aug, $650-1000/mo.
Call 216-337-6010 for more info.

Parents

3BR apt, near BGSU, avail Fall,
$850/mo, utilities included.
Call 419-352-5882.
631 Elm St - 4 BR, 1 1/2 baths,
deck, garage, W/D, avail next SY.
Please call 419-305-5987.

163 S. Main

BG Apts - 818/822 2nd St.
2BR apts avail May or August,
$500-$510 + utils, 12 mo lease.
www.BGApartments.com
419-352-8917

n

BOWLING GREEN

419.353.2277
www.sambs.com

Close to Campus

n

Great Prices

Successfully Serving
BGSU Students for 35 Years.
Voted Best Real Estate Office in Wood County

I, FRANKENSTEIN (3D) PG-13
(2:30) (4:55) 7:20 9:40

I, FRANKENSTEIN PG-13
(12:05)*

THE NUT JOB (3D) PG

FOR RENT

(4:50) 9:45

THE NUT JOB PG

n

Great selection of
Houses & Apartments

n Complete Rental Listing

(12:10)* (2:25) 7:00

LONE SURVIVOR R

available on-line and
in Rental Office

(12:15)* (3:25) 7:10 9:55

FROZEN PG
(12:00)* (3:30) 7:00 9:50

JACK RYAN: SHADOW RECRUIT PG-13
(12:20)* (3:20) 7:15 10:00
( )= Matinee Showtime

Assistive Listening and Captioning System Avail
Children under 6 may not attend R rated features after 6pm

FEWER BILLS | BETTER VALUE

FREE

GAS & HEAT

Non-smoking
Buildings Available
1 +2 BR
Apartments Available
Minutes from BGSU
Pet Friendly Community
Utilities Included
Resonably Priced

FREE CAMPUS SHUTTLE
NOW AVAILABLE!

419-352-6335

Check out our other FREE AMENITIES!
CABLE

SMOKE FREE BUILDINGS

SHUTTLE

HIGH SPEED INTERNET

WATER

24-HR MAINTENANCE

419-806-4855

473 S. Summit St.
Bowling Green, OH

summit@gerdenich.com
www.summitterracebg.com

319 E. WOOSTER ST.

BOWLING GREEN

419-354-2260

Quality Service, Quality Housing

Check Us Out
On Facebook!

319 E. Wooster Street | Across from Taco Bell
Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 | Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00
S U C C E S S F U L LY S E R V I N G B G S U S T U D E N T S S I N C E 1 9 7 8

— 419.354.2260 —
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

